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Abstract: The two-step layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition of donor and acceptor films enables de-
sired vertical phase separation and high performance in organic solar cells (OSCs), which becomes
a promising technology for large-scale printing devices. However, limitations including the use of
toxic solvents and unpredictable infiltration between donor and acceptor still hinder the commercial
production of LBL OSCs. Herein, we developed a water-based nanoparticle (NP) ink containing
donor polymer to construct a mesoscale structure that could be infiltrated with an acceptor solution.
Using non-halogen o-xylene for acceptor deposition, the LBL strategy with a mesoscale structure
delivered outstanding efficiencies of 18.5% for binary PM6:L8-BObased LBL OSCs. Enhanced charge
carrier mobility and restricted trap states were observed in the meso-LBL devices with optimized
vertical morphology. It is believed that the findings in this work will bring about more research
interest and effort on eco-friendly processing in preparation for the industrial production of OSCs.

Keywords: organic solar cells; layer-by-layer processing; eco-friendly water-processing; nanoparticulate
mesoscale structure

1. Introduction

Properties including solution printability, semitransparency, and lightweight have
piqued the interest of researchers in the realm of organic solar cells (OSCs) [1,2]. In contrast
to other new-generation photovoltaics, the eco-friendliness of organic semiconductors en-
ables unique applications of OSCs such as wearable electronics, indoor energy harvesting,
building integrated photovoltaics, greenhouses, and so on [3–6]. Since the introduction of
the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) configuration, this architecture has been widely used to fabri-
cate high-performance OSCs [7,8]. Advances in material innovation, interface engineering,
and a deeper understanding of morphological physics have enabled the efficiencies of BHJ
OSCs to exceed 19% [9–12]. However, conventional methods for achieving the BHJ archi-
tecture involve casting a pre-mixed solution of polymer donor and non-fullerene acceptor
(NFA), resulting in a complicated three-phase interplay during film deposition that is dic-
tated by the different crystallization and thermodynamic properties of the materials. This
approach often yields an inadequate vertical component distribution, which compromises
effective charge transfer and collection [13]. Additionally, the rapid evaporation of the
solvent during film deposition can cause kinetically trapped “islands” that are prone to
pronounced phase separation caused by the entropic driving force, reducing the stability of
the resulting solar cells during device operation [14].

Two-step layer-by-layer (LBL) processing is a representative approach for solving
the above concerns. During the deposition of the top layer on the bottom layer, the
swelling of the bottom layer induces the interdiffusion between different components and
enables the formation of a functional heterojunction framework [15]. This provides an
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opportunity to overcome the limitations arising from intrinsic thermodynamic properties
of materials with insufficient miscibility [16,17]. However, the LBL strategy still faces
limitations such as inadequate inter-diffusion during upper layer deposition, which induces
unexpected vertical phase separation and phase purity and causes degradation in device
performance [14,18,19]. To address these limitations, new controlling techniques must be
developed to optimize the vertical morphology for achieving high efficiencies.

The use of mesoscopic materials with controlled pore sizes, shapes, and macrostruc-
tures has had a significant impact in various fields, including medicine [20], biology [21],
catalysis [21], optics [22], energy storage, and conversion. In addition, it has played a
key role in the development of several novel photovoltaic cells, such as dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs) [23], quantum dot solar cells (QDSCs) [24], and perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) [25,26]. The mesoporous structure is particularly useful in interface engineering for
PSCs, as it enlarges the intimate interface for charge extraction and improves the wetting
properties for homogenous top-layer coverage. In fact, previous work has demonstrated the
use of an eco-friendly processing of organic semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) to deliver a
mesoscale-structured interlayer for PSCs [25]. This approach allows for efficient infiltration
of organic porous structures and optimized vertical morphology at the perovskite interface,
leading to excellent device performance.

Herein, we report an NP-based mesoscale structure for manipulating the vertical
phase separation in LBL-processed OSCs. The nanoparticle (NP) ink with donor was
synthesized with an emulsification approach in water and is demonstrated to form a
mesostructured NP bottom layer, demonstrating the eco-friendly processing of OSCs. The
mesoscale structure allows an in-depth interdiffusion between the bottom and top layers
during the solution-processing of the acceptor. Using non-halogen o-xylene for acceptor
deposition, the PM6/L8-BO-based Meso-LBL devices yield a PCE of 18.5%, which is one of
the best performances among binary LBL OSCs processed with hydrocarbon solvents. The
following device physics investigation clarified the charge transport and recombination
behaviors in Meso-LBL OSCs. The water-based Meso-LBL strategy addresses the solubility
problem of donor polymer and points out a direction for developing NFA materials with
high solubility in “green” solvents for LBL processing.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

PM6 and L8-BO were purchased from Solarmer Material Inc (Beijing, China). 1-
Dodecyl-3-Methylimidazolium Bromide (DIMMBr) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Shang-
hai, China). PEDOT:PSS (CleviosTM P VP AI 4083) was purchased from Heraeus Materials
Technology Shanghai, Innochem (Shanghai, China). The other materials and solvents were
commercially available and used as received.

2.2. NP Synthesis

PM6 5 mg was dissolved in 1mL chloroform and stirred at 50 ◦C for 3 h. Then, the
solution was added to 10 mL 10 mg mL−1 DIMMBr aqueous solution and stirred at 40 ◦C
for 1 h. The formed micro-emulsion dispersion was ultrasonicated using a SCIENTZ-IID
ultrasonic finger (Scientz Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Ningbo, China) in a water bath. The
mini-emulsion system was constantly stirred until chloroform was completely eliminated.
The excess surfactant from the particle solution was removed using an Amicon® ultra-15
centrifuge filter (cutoff 30 K) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louise, MO, USA). The dispersion was
placed into the filter and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 20 min. The retentate was raised to
15 mL with water and then centrifuged again. This process was repeated several times
until the surface tension of the filtrate reached 38 ± 2 mN m−1. The retentate was filtered
with a 0.45 µm filter before the last centrifugation.
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2.3. Characterization

Particle size and distribution were determined with dynamic light scattering (DLS)
using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 from Malvern Panalytical (Malvern, UK). UV/Vis
absorption spectra were measured with a UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer (Lambda 1050, from
Perkin Elmer, Livingston, UK). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) results were obtained
with a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) GeminiSEM 300 (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy Ltd., Jena, Germany). Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) results were performed
by Cypher S from Oxford Instruments Asylum Research, Inc., Oxford, UK in contact mode.

2.4. Solar Cells Fabrication and Characterization

Solar cell devices were fabricated in the conventional structure of ITO/PEDOT:
PSS/PM6/L8-BO/PNDIT-F3N/Ag. The pre-structured indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates
were cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min each.
After drying, the substrates were coated with 30 nm of PEDOT:PSS using spin-coating at
5000 rpm and annealed at 180 ◦C for 15 min. For the LBL devices, a 10 mg mL−1 PM6
o-xylene solution was first deposited at 1800 rpm on PEDOT:PSS followed by deposing
8 mg mL−1 L8-BO solution at 2000 rpm. Before active layer-processing in Meso-LBL de-
vices, pure toluene was spin-rinsed on the PEDOT:PSS layer. Then, an aqueous donor
NP ink of 20 mg mL−1 was spin-coated onto a heated PEDOT:PSS substrate (80 ◦C) at
1250 rpm for 1 min in air. To remove the remaining surfactant, the substrate was spin-rinsed
with pure ethanol at 2000 rpm 3 times. Then, the substrate was immediately placed into a
N2-filled glovebox and stored overnight. After thermal annealing, the acceptor solution of
8 mg mL−1 in o-xylene was spin-coated at 2000 rpm. The substrate was then annealed at
100 ◦C for 5 min.

After active layer deposition, a 0.5 mg mL−1 methanol solution of PNDIT-F3N was
deposited at 3000 rpm for 30 s in a nitrogen atmosphere, followed by thermal evaporation
of 100 nm of silver through a shadow mask with a 6 mm2 active area opening under a
vacuum of approximately 1 × 10−6 mbar. The current–voltage characteristics of the solar
cells were measured under AM 1.5 G irradiation on a Newport solar simulator (Taiwan,
China). The light source was calibrated using a silicon reference cell. All the cells were
tested under an inert atmosphere. EQEs were measured using an Enlitech QE−S EQE
system (Taiwan, China) that was equipped with a standard Si diode. Monochromatic light
was generated from a Newport 300 W lamp source. The photo-stability of the solar cells
was performed under continuous one-sun illumination in a home-built chamber filled with
N2. Single carrier devices were fabricated, and the dark J–V characteristics were measured
and analyzed in the SCL regime following the references.

2.5. Space-Charge-Limited Current (SCLC)

The architecture of the hole-only devices was glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS (30 nm)/active
layer/MoOx (10 nm)/Ag (100 nm). The architecture of the electron-only devices was
glass/ITO/ZnO (30 nm)/active layer/Ca (5 nm)/Ag (100 nm). The reported mobility data
are average values over the 18 devices of each sample for a range of thicknesses. The SCLC
curves can be fit to the Mott–Gurney relation for SCLC [27]:

JSCL =
9
8

ε0εrµ
V2

in
L3 exp

(
0.89β

L0.5 V0.5
in

)
(1)

where JSCL is the current density, ε0εr is the dielectric permittivity, µ is the carrier mobility,
L is the film device, and β is the field activation factor [28].

2.6. Film-Depth-Dependent Light Absorption Spectra

Film-depth-dependent light absorption spectra were acquired with an in situ spec-
trometer (PU100, Shaanxi Puguang Weishi Co., Ltd.) (Shaanxi, China) equipped with a
soft plasma-ion source. The power supply for generating the soft ionic source was 100 W
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39 with an input oxygen pressure of ~10 Pa. The film surface was incrementally etched
with the soft ion source, without damage to the materials underneath the surface, which
was in situ monitored with a spectrometer. From the evolution of the spectra and the
Beer–Lambert’s Law, film-depth-dependent absorption spectra were extracted. The exciton
generation contour is numerically simulated upon inputting sub-layer absorption spectra
into a modified optical transfer-matrix approach. The detailed experimental and numerical
methods are available elsewhere [29,30].

The exciton formation of FLAS measurement is expressed by the absorption coefficient.
The absorption coefficient can be obtained according to:

α= 4πk/λ (2)

I ≈ I0e−α(λ)d (3)

A(λ) = lg(I0/I) = −lg
(

e−4πkd/λ
)

(4)

The real part (n) of the complex index of refraction is set to be 2 for clarity, while
the imaginary part (k) of complex refraction is from the absorption coefficient (α) and
absorbance (A). λ and d are the wavelength and film thickness. k is related to the film
depth. The detailed model is illustrated elsewhere [31].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Meso-LBL Processing

The mesostructured bottom layer was constructed by deposition of water-borne NP
inks using an emulsification approach. This colloid technique, which was initiated by
Landfester et al., exhibits universality in the production of organic NPs for diverse organic
electronics such as organic field effect transistors (OFETs), organic photodiodes (OPDs),
and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [32,33]. Thus, we first prove its applicability
to formulate water inks for state-of-the-art OSC donors such as PM6 combined with an
NFA L8-BO (Figure 1a) [34]. We obtained an oil-in-water emulsion with PM6 droplets after
blending the organic solution and water under a vigorous shear force (see Section 2) [28].
An ionized surfactant 1-Dodecyl-3-Methylimidazolium Bromide (DIMMBr) was used to
suppress flocculation and Ostwald ripening, leading to a homogenously dispersed NP
system with an average sphere diameter of 63 nm (Figure 1b,c).

3.2. Meso-LBL Film Characterization

The meso-LBL strategy includes firstly processing aqueous donor ink followed by the
solution-deposition of the acceptor on top (Figure 1d). The UV-vis absorption spectra of
solution-processed (SP) and NP dispersion-processed (DP) PM6 are shown in Figure 2a. The
strong UV-vis absorption peak around 620 nm of the dispersion-processed film is the signal
of intermolecular π−π stacking, which is expected to facilitate charge transport in the PM6
regions of NP-processed OSCs [35]. The processing of meso-LBL film was finished with
the deposition of the semi-orthogonal solvent-carried acceptor solution. As we discussed
above, the solvent for top-layer deposition is required to partially dissolve the bottom
layer and lead to interpenetrated morphology with graded vertical phase separation. To
achieve this, we considered the low-toxic o-xylene (XY) solvent, which proved feasible for
PM6-based LBL-processing [8]. After the deposition of L8-BO, the meso-LBL film exhibits a
blue shift in the absorption peak of L8-BO around 800 nm, indicating a deep interdiffusion
between the donor and the acceptor during the deposition of L8-BO upon mesostructured
PM6 (Figure 2b).
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of donor PM6, NFA L8-BO, and surfactant DIMMBr. (b) SEM of
dried PM6 NPs. (c) Size distribution of PM6 NPs detected with DLS. (d) Schematic diagram of
mesostructured-nanoparticle-based layer-by-layer (LBL) polymer:NFA film processed with water
and o-xylene for processing the acceptor layer.
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BO films.

The morphology of NP and LBL films was investigated with AFM measurements. As
shown in Figure 3a, SP PM6 exhibits a homogenous surface. However, a mesoporous film
with discrete spheres and cavities was formulated after spin-coating PM6 NPs (Figure 3d).
Additionally, mild thermal treatment (100 ◦C, 5 min) gradually sintered the particles and
blurs mesopores, which is indicated by the gentled surface roughness (Figure 3e). This
morphology evolution can be ascribed to the kinetically accelerated movement of PM6
chains under its glass transition temperature (Tg) around 120 ◦C [36,37]. Therefore, it
is indicated that the mesoporosity of the meso-PM6 layer can be fine-tuned with a mild
thermal treatment in the range of Tg.
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After the deposition of solution-processed L8-BO, both LBL and meso-LBL films
showed homogenous surfaces, and the porous structure of NP PM6 disappeared. The
roughness of meso-LBL is higher than that of conventional LBL film, suggesting an intimate
interface contact with the interlayer.

Vertical phase separation of the donor and acceptor materials in OSCs is crucial for
the efficient dissociation of excitons and charge transport. To study the vertical phase mor-
phology of the active layer, we used film-depth-dependent light absorption spectroscopy
(FLAS), which was measured in situ by incrementally etching the sample with soft plasma,
as previously reported [29,30]. As shown in Figure S1a, the absorption peak of L8-BO
around 800 nm in the blend coating film, which is processed by solution with a blended
donor and acceptor, varies with film depth, indicating inefficient electron transport caused
by low-energy-level regions [38]. As shown in Figure 4, all the active layers exhibit a graded
component distribution from the top to the bottom. The blend coating film exhibits the
most intermixed vertical morphology because the mass ratios of the donor and acceptor
are close to each other (Figure 4a). A more pronounced vertical phase separation of the LBL
film in comparison with that of the meso-LBL film indicates an insufficient interpenetration
between the PM6 and L8-BO phases (Figure 4b,c). This result suggests that the mesoporous
structure facilitates the downshifting movement of L8-BO molecules into the PM6 regions
and delivers an active layer with relieved phase separation.
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3.3. Solar Cell Characterization

The LBL OSCs based on PM6/L8-BO with a traditional architecture were fabri-
cated along with PEDOT:PSS and PNDIT-F3N as interlayers (Figure 5a). The current
density–voltage (J–V) characteristics of meso-LBL devices and corresponding parameters
are depicted in Figure 5b and Table 1. The mn-LBL processed OSCs produced a best PCE
of 18.45%, with an open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 0.88 V, a short-circuit current (JSC) of
26.17 Ma cm−2, and a fill factor (FF) of 79.76%, which is much higher than the value of
17.75% in conventional LBL devices. As shown in Table 1, the PCE enhancement in mn-LBL
devices is mainly caused by the high JSC and FF values in comparison with a JSC value
of 25.94 Ma cm−2 and an FF of 78.28% for conventional LBL solar cells. The VOC of LBL
devices is only 0.1 V less than that of meso-LBL devices. In comparison, the blend coating
device processed with the PM6:L8-BO blended solution was also fabricated and exhibits
a champion PCE of 17.77%, with VOC, JSC, and FF values of 0.87 V, 25.71 mA cm−2, and
79.33%, respectively. The J-V curve of blend coating PM6:L8-BO solar cells is shown in
Figure S2. It is indicated that the performance of blend coating devices is comparable
to that of conventional LBL solar cells. Additionally, the dark J-V curves of meso-LBL
devices show slightly less current leakage in comparison with conventional LBL ones
(Figure S3). The fitted series resistance (Rs) and shunt resistance (Rsh) for conventional
LBL solar cells are 12.2 Ω cm2 and 6.7 Kω cm2, respectively. The meso-LBL solar cells
delivered an Rs of 10.8 Ω cm2 and an Rsh of 10.4 Kω cm2, respectively. Thus, the decreased
Rs and increased Rsh due to the introduction of mesoscale structure in LBL solar cells play
pivotal roles in increasing the FF and PCE. The JSCs integrated from the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) spectra demonstrate less than 2% mismatch to those obtained from the
J-V curves (Figure 5c). The high EQE around 500–600 nm suggests efficient photovoltaic
conversion of PM6 in meso-LBL solar cells, which is in line with the enhanced Jsc value.
As shown in Figure 5d, the increase in photocurrent (Jph) under effective reverse bias (Vin)
is more significant in LBL devices than in meso-LBL ones. The photocurrent (Jph @ −5 V)
saturates at 26.44 and 26.89 Ma cm−2 for LBL and meso-LBL devices, respectively. The high
photocurrent and its electrical field dependence are beneficial for high JSC and FF values in
meso-LBL devices. Stronger electrical field dependence in meso-LBL solar cells could be
due to more efficient separation of bound e–h pairs (geminate recombination) or reduced
recombination of free charges (non-geminate recombination) [28].
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Table 1. Summary of the photovoltaic parameters, saturate photocurrent, and charge carrier mobility
values of the PM6:L8-BO-based layer-by-layer solar cells.

Processing
Method VOC (V) JSC

(mA cm−2)
JSC

(mA cm−2) 1
FF
(%)

PCE
(%)

Jsat
(mA cm−2)

µh
(cm2 V−1 s−1)

µe
(cm2 V−1 s−1) µh/µe RS (Ω) Rrec (Ω)

LBL 0.87 25.94 25.56 78.28 17.75 26.44 8.75 × 10−5 5.05 × 10−5 1.73 46.0 604.7
Meso−LBL 0.88 26.17 25.80 79.76 18.45 26.89 9.10 × 10−5 9.49 × 10−5 0.96 31.9 851.6

1 JSC values calculated from the EQEs of devices with the best PCEs.

3.4. Device Physics Analysis

The FLAS measurement was further applied to simulate the exciton generation behav-
iors in the LBL active layers. As shown in Figure 6, the majority of excitons were generated
by L8-BO around 20 nm to the bottom PEDOT:PSS layer, indicating that the electrons
dissociated from acceptor-generated excitons prefer a high value of mobility to transport
across the active layer and reach the cathode. Hence, electron mobility determines the
device performance in all three types of PM6:L8-BO devices.
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The charge-carrier mobilities of meso-LBL solar cells were tested with the SCLC
model with the fabrication of hole-only and electron-only devices (see Section 2).
As depicted in Figure 7a, the conventional LBL device exhibits a relatively low hole
mobility of 8.75 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 in comparison with that of the meso-LBL device
(9.10 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1). In addition, the values of electron mobility (µe) exhibit a large
difference between these two types of devices, which exhibit a µe of 5.05 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1

and 9.49 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 for conventional LBL and meso-LBL solar cells, respectively.
These results are in agreement with exciton-generation behaviors that electron mobility
determines the device’s performance. The high µe of meso-LBL devices with a balanced µh
and µe ratio (Table 1) is beneficial to charge extraction and results in an improvement in the
Jsc and FF values.
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The charge trapping behaviors, which usually cause severe non-radiative recombi-
nation and affect the carrier diffusion and transport in OSCs, were examined using the
dependence of VOC on the light intensity of meso-LBL devices (Figure 8). The conventional
LBL and meso-LBL devices exhibit slope values of 1.20 and 1.14 Kt/q, respectively, where
k is the Boltzmann constant, T is Kelvin temperature, and q is the elementary charge [39].
According to a previous report, when the slope is close to 2, the decay of VOC is a second-
order dependence upon charge density [40]. However, slopes for both devices are close to 1,
indicating an approximately first-order recombination behavior. The conventional LBL de-
vices suffer more from the first-ordered trap-assisted recombination under the open-circuit
condition. However, JSC dependence upon light intensity for both types of devices exhibits
fitted slopes of 1.00, indicating that the JSC reduction in the conventional LBL device is
not mainly caused by bimolecular recombination. The light intensity dependence result
reveals that the VOC loss in conventional LBL solar cells is mainly caused by first-ordered
trap-assisted recombination.
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To gain a deep understanding of the charge transport and recombination processes
in the LBL active layers, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
were carried out in a frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz in dark and at open circuit
bias conditions [41]. Figure 9 shows the corresponding Nyquist plots of the optimized
LBL solar cells measured at V = VOC. The solid lines represent the fitting results derived
from the equivalent circuit model, as shown in the insert of Figure 9. According to the
equivalent circuit model, the fitting parameters are listed in Table 1. The Rs values are
reduced from 46.0 Ω for conventional LBL device to 31.9 Ω for the meso-LBL solar cells,
while the Rrec values in LBL device are significantly increased from 604.7 Ω to 856.1 Ω after
using meso-LBL processing. The reduced Rs and increased Rrec indicate the facilitated
charge transport and suppressed charge recombination in the meso-LBL solar cells, which
can well explain the increased FF values.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we successfully introduced a water-borne NP ink of donor to construct
a mesoporous interface for the LBL processing of OSCs. This elegant meso-LBL strat-
egy promotes interdiffusion between the donor and acceptor, resulting in an active layer
with optimized vertical morphology. Eco-friendly solar cells based on water-processed
meso-PM6 and hydrocarbon XY-processed L8-BO delivered a champion PCE of 18.5%.
UV−vis absorption spectra and FLAS measurements demonstrate enhanced interdiffusion
between the donor and acceptor in meso-LBL OSCs. VOC dependence upon light intensity
indicates that trap states result in severe Voc loss in conventional LBL devices. SCLC shows
inefficient electron transport and pronounced charge recombination from solar cells under
conventional LBL processing. This is the first time that OSCs were fabricated with the water-
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processing of a donor. This meso-LBL strategy addresses the solubility problem of donor
polymers and points out a direction for developing NFA materials with high solubility in a
“green” solvent for LBL processing. The application of this strategy for OSCs is promising
to overcome the processing limitation of LBL technology, such as insufficient interdiffusion
between the donor and acceptor and unpredictable vertical phase morphology. We believe
that the meso-LBL approach, combined with a reasonable design of NFA molecules, can
enable the eco-friendly production of large-scale OSCs using printing techniques.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/polym16010091/s1.
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